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Lesson-1

My Family
Deepu’s aunt took him along with her. His aunt wanted that he should stay with

her and study there. But Deepu was not happy there. After some days he started crying
and he wanted to go to his own home. He did not want to stay there. His aunt was very
upset. She said, “What is the matter? What are you short of here?” Deepu told her that
missed his mother. There at home, he used to play with his sister and here there was no
sister to play with. He missed his father too. His aunt tried her best to soothe him. She
told that they would buy new clothes and a new bicycle for him. But Deepu did not
agree. At last his aunt brought him back to his home. On reaching home, he felt very
happy.

?  1. Do you like to live with your own family or with your relatives?

?  2. Whom do you like the most in your family?

?  3. Who loves you the most in your family?

Activity  1

Write names of your family members and their relationship with you.

    Name Relationship with you

————— ———————————————

————— ———————————————

————— ———————————————

————— ———————————————
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Activity  2

Write names of two members of your family and how they are related to each other.

Example : Chacha Bua Brother-sister
1. __________ ___________ __________

2. __________ ___________ __________

3. __________ ___________ __________

Kiran’s Family

Fig 1.1 Four members family

Kiran, her father, mother and her younger brother. Her father is a bank employee
whereas her mother is a school teacher. Two years ago, she lived with the parents of her
father in their ancestral house. But as her father got a job in the city, her family has
shifted here, in the city away from her grandparents.

Kuldeep’s Family

Kuldeep’s house is very big. His father Avtar Singh is a farmer and works in the
fields. His uncle Jagtar Singh also helps his father in the fields. His mother Naseeb Kaur
looks after the cattle in the house. When his mother milks the buffaloes, his aunt cooks
food in the kitchen. His cousin, Mandeep also lives with them.  In the evening, when
food is cooked  his grand-mother serves food to all the family members.

?  1. How many members are there in your family?

?  2. Tell, whether your family is like Kiran’s family or Kuldeep’s family?

Yesterday evening, when grandmother was serving food, Kuldeep came from the
playground and started having dinner without washing hands. Grandmother took the
plate away the plate from Kuldeep and said, “ Go and wash your hands first. Do you
want to fall ill ?”
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Think
1. Why should we wash our hands before eating?
     For the teacher

Teacher will explain in detail that there are germs on dirty hands which cause
diseases.

Pammi’s Family
Pammi lives with her maternal grandparents. Her maternal uncle and aunt also

live there. One day Pammi found few dolls in a box. Her nani told her that when Pammi’s
mother was a child, she used to play with those dolls. Pammi was very surprised to know
that her mother was so young at one time. Pammi understood that before marriage her
mother was a member of that family and after marriage she became a member of her
father’s family.

Activity 3

Ask an old member of your family whether he/she was a member of this family
during his/her childhood also.

Rani’s Family

Rani’s father is a labourer. Rani has three sisters and two brothers. When her
mother does household work, she looks after her younger brothers. So she can not go
to school. Rani also wants to go to school but her father says that he can not afford
education for all his children.

?  1. Should Rani go to school or look after her brothers?

?  2. Do you also help your mother  in household work?

For the teacher

Here teacher will sensitize children about Right To Education. Stressing girl education.He
needs to emphasise small family size.

When Deepu got injured

Dear students, after school you go to your home.Deepu also went to his home
yesterday. His mother gave him food to eat.  After eating food Deepu went toplay.
While playing Deepu fell and got bruises on his knees. When  he started crying, other
children ran away. His brother took him home. His mother applied ointment on his
bruises. Deepu got relief.His father advised him not to play with the older boys.
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Sharn becomes a good boy

Sharn’s mother keeps her house neat and clean. His elder sister also keeps
everything in order. But Sharn makes mess of everything. He throws his clothes on bed
and shoes in the courtyard. After doing homework he throws his notebooks here and
there. He does not find his things in the morning. He is always scolded while his sister
receives appreciation from everyone. Sharn usually gets annoyed due to this and becomes
sad. His mother advises him to keep his belongings at proper place. Now Sharn has
promised to keep things in a better way.

He is also learning other good values. He has been observing for the last few
days  that when his father returns  home he touches the feet of his grandmother. Now
Sharn also pays respect to his grandmother by touching her feet. So he is loved by all.

Sharan’s sister sings very sweetly. Her mother teaches her how to play harmonium.
She received  a big applause when she sang a patriotic song at the annual function of
her school. She also received a prize from her principal.

?  1.Children, what do you get from your family?

(Students may tell many things like food, clothes, books etc. The teacher should tell
them about non-material things like love,care, affection, good manners, moral values
etc.)

For the teacher

Now teacher will explain about resemblances in physical features in the family. The
concept should be discussed in the form of interaction with students.

Who resembles with whom?

?  1. With whom does your skin clour resemble in your family?

?  2. Whose face resembles with mother in your family?

?  3. Whose face resembles with  father in your family?

?  4. Which of your features resemble with your brother?

?  5. Which of your features resemble with your sister?
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Activity 4
Teacher should explain about different generations in the family and draw his/

her own family tree on blackboard.

Family Tree

Following  this example, students will try to draw their own family tree. In this exercise
they can ta ke the help of their family members.

?  1. How many sisters you have?
?  2. How many sisters does your father has?
?  3. How many sisters does your mother has?

For the teacher

Now-a-days, there are less girls in the family than before, then teacher can point
out to the fact that ratio of girls is declining in the society.

Grand
Father

Grand
Mother

Mother ChachaElder
Uncle

Father Bua

Son Daugh-
ter
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Lesson -2

When Grandfather was Young....

There was an old photograph in Raju’s house. One
day Raju asked his father, “Whose photograph is this?”

Father – This is photo of my father.

Raju (surprisingly) – Your father! You mean my
grandfather?

Father – Yes, my son.

Raju – But grandpa is very weak, he walks with a stick.
This person seems to be a strong man.

Father – Dear son, he was very strong in his youth. Now
he has grown old.

Raju – Will you also be an old man?

Father – Yes my son, not only me but your
mother will also get old with time. But by
that time you will be a young man.

Raju has great affection for his
grandfather. There comes a newspaper in their
home, but grandfather can not read himself
due to his weak eyesight. Raju reads the
newspaper for his grandfather. When
grandfather feels thirsty, he brings water for

      him. Grandfather also loves him very much.
Raju told  his grandfather that he  felt very sorry for his weakness and  falling eyesight.

Fig. 2.2 Grandfather and Raju

Fig 2a1 An old photograph of grandpa
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Dada ji  told  him that he did not bother as Raju’s parents take care of him  very  well.

?  1. Who among you, have grandparents in the family?

?  2. What do you do for your grandparents?

?  3. What your grandparents do for you?

Raju became Jagjit’s friend

In summer vacations, family of Raju’s uncle came to their home. His cousin,
Jagjit can not hear.In childhood he was very ill. Due to that illness, his sense of
hearing was damaged. His family now communicates with him through signs.
Raju too learned to talk to him in that way. Raju became friend with Jagjit. He
came to know that Jagjit is very good in his studies. He was surprised. He asked
his uncle when Jagjit could not hear then  how did he understand what his teacher
taught him in the classroom. His uncle told him that there are special schools in
cities where such students are taught with the help of sign language.

Activity 1
We can convey our messages to others through signs without speaking. In

these figures something is being said : recognize and write

Fig. 2.3 Signs

Activity 2

Students, if you have to say about these actions, how will you convey without
speaking?

1. I want to drink water.
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2. I want to eat something.

3. Go away..

4. Stand up

5. Come here.

Some People Can Read Without Eyesight

One day in vacations, Sonu and his friends were making noise loudly. His
uncle asked them why they were making noise.

Sonu – Uncle, Manoj is telling big lies today.

Uncle – What lie is he telling ?

Sonu – He says that a boy reads books though he can not see. How can it be
possible?

Harpal – Uncle, we have told him that we would tie a cloth on his eyes, and see
how he reads.

Uncle – Hum.... Manoj, can read ? Who told you?

Manoj – I went to my aunt in these vacations. There was a boy in their
neighbourhood. Though he could not see yet he could read books.

Uncle – Were his books similar to your books?

Manoj – No, his books were very big in size. There were dots carved on its pages.

Uncle – Yes, boys, Manoj is telling right. Those who can not see, can also read
books but their books are of special type.

Boys – How can they see the alphabets on these books?

Uncle – They do not see the alphabets but they feel them with their fingertips.

Activity 3

Blindfold one child. Other children will go to him one by one and he will try
to recognize by touching them. He may recognize many of them.  While doing this,
some children will laugh or will say something and they will be recognized easily.
Students will learn that what we can not see, can be recognized by touching or hearing
its sound.
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For theTeacher

Children, there was a boy named Louis Braille. He was hit by a sharp edged
tool in his eyes and lost eye-sight of both eyes. But he was very fond of studies.
He thought that if he could recognize other things by touching them then why not
the alphabets? So he made different patterns of dots for each alphabet on a thick
paper with a pointed tool. He used only six dots for each alphabet to make reading
simple. These dots can be felt with finger tips. One can recognize these alphabets
easily with a little practice and these books can be read this way. This type of script
is called Braille script.

(a)
Fig 2.4 Braille script

(b)
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Lesson-3

Marriage of my brother
It's my brother's marriage. Three days are left for 'Baraat' to go. The mason

has beautifully plastered the main gate. The painter has decorated the whole house.
The sweet maker is also here. My father says that he is the best in our city. He makes
delicious sweets. The milk-man has kept two big containers filled with milk in our
house. This milk-man collects fresh milk from our village every morning. He is a
farmer also. He grows different crops in the field.

Listed below are some professions. Write the name by which persons having
the respective professions are called
?  1. Person who prepares sweets. _______________________

?  2. Person who sells  milk. _______________________

?  3. Person who constructs buildings/houses. _______________________

?  4. Person who grows crops in the field. _______________________

My maternal uncle (Mama) has also reached with his family. My mama ji is
a doctor and my mami ji is a teacher. She teaches in her village school. My Bua ji
and foofa ji have also come. My foofa ji is a tailor and his son is a pilot. A pilot
is a person who flies an aeroplane. As he was not granted leave,  he did not come
to attend the marriage.

Fill in the blanks - (Write occupations of your relative)
1. My maternal uncle is a ____________________________.
2. My maternal aunt is a ____________________________.
3. My chacha is a ____________________________.
4. My mausi is a ____________________________.

The marriage day

The whole house is full of screams of joy. The relatives who will go in the procession
are getting ready. Friends of my brother are the first to be ready. One of his friends
has a shop (provision store) in our village. We purchase household things from his
shop. Another friend of his is a policeman. My maternal aunty (mother's sister) and
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uncle have just reached. Their daughter has also come. She is a nurse in a hospital.
There she takes care of the patients.
The vehicles for the marriage procession have reached. But my uncle (Massad) has
gone to the local cobbler to get his shoes polished. The cobbler sits in the central
place of our city. Here local people, sit together and play cards to pass their time.
My uncle (Massad) has just reached now. All the people have gone to Gurudwara
Sahib to pray.
Below are some pictures. With the help of your teacher write a short note about
them.

         Cobbler:-

       ..........………………………………………

   ……………………………………………

   ……………………………………………

   ……………………………………………

                                 Shop

……………………………………………

……………………………………………

……………………………………………

  …………………………………………….

     Central place of a Village

   ……………………………………….......

   ……………………………………………

   ……………………………………………

   ……………………………………………

Fig 3.1 Cobbler

Fig 3.2 Grocery Shop

Fig 3.3 Central place of a village
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    Hospital:-

   .......………………………………………

   ……………………………………………

   ……………………………………………

   ……………………………………………

The priest (holy-man) of the Gurudwara Sahib prayed on behalf of all the

persons of marriage procession. My mother will not join the marriage procession. She

will take care of all the household things. My father has instructed all the drivers of

the vehicles not to drive fast.

The marriage procession has reached the main circle of our city. Its really

crowdy there. A man is signaling for all the drivers. He is wearing a whistle. My uncle

(massad) told me that he was a traffic policeman. We finally reached the marriage

palace. The band party who came with us stated playing their instruments. We were
generously welcomed by bride's relatives. One person wearing khaki clothes was

standing outside. My uncle (Chacha) told me that he was the watch-man of the

palace. Many persons in the marriage palace were dressed exactly similarly and were

bringing eatables for us. My uncle (Phupha) told me that they are called waiters. One

person was entertaining from the stage by singing songs. He was a singer.

Now with the help of your teacher explain the following.

?  1. What is the job of a watchman?

?  2. What is the job of a Traffic Policeman?

?  3. What is the job of a Singer?

?  4. What is the job of a waitor?

Fig 3.4 Hospital
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Activity 1

How do following members help in your family ?

Family Member Work

.................………………….. …………………....................

....................………………… …………………....................

....................………………… …………………....................

....................………………… …………………....................

Activity 2

Other than studying, how do you help in your home?
…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

I came to the main gate of the marriage palace with my uncle (Chacha).
Some boys were selling balloons. Some children started asking my uncle to give them
money. My uncle asked those kids why they did not go to school. One kid replied
that he really wanted to go to school, but his father mostly remained ill, hence to run
his house-hold he had started working. One girl told that her brother was sent to the
school but neither she nor her sister. A girl selling toys told that her mother goes for
work, so she had to do all the household work after reaching home. She further told
that she also wanted to accompany her mother to work but her mother denied saying
that she was too young to do that hard work. My uncle's daughter also joined us. She
asked us to take our lunch. My uncle arranged some food for the children. We also
had our lunch. In the evening the marriage procession started back. We happily
reached our home.

? 1 Why does the balloon seller not go to school?

………………………………………………………………………….....................

… … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …
?  2. Is it right not to send  girls  to school?
………………………………………………………………………….....................

………………………………………………………………………….....................
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?  3. Why does the girl not go to school who sells toys?

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

Activity 3

Trace/find such children of your neighbourhood who do not go to school. Discuss
with your teachers about it.
…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

For teacher

Teacher will explain in detail about 'Right to Education' and ‘Education for All'
in the class.
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Lesson-4

Kikly
What are these children doing? Playing! Let's see what are they playing.

Fig 4.1 Different games
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Do you also want to play like these children? Well we'll play a few games today.

Activity 1

First, let us talk about playing. Write the names of games, which you

know. Out of these, mark 3  at the games, which you have ever played.

-------------- --------------

-------------- --------------

-------------- --------------

-------------- --------------

-------------- --------------

Activity 2
Which games can be played inside and which games can be played outside ? fill in
the figure below :-

Indoor games
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Outdoor games

Activity 3

Which game do you like?
the most?

................................

Which sport items are  needed
for playing this game?

.................................

Where can this game be
played outside or inside?

---------------------------

Who plays this
game with you ?

---------------------------
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Activity 4

Ask from elders at home and write which games they used to play in their childhood?

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

For the teacher

    Teacher will discuss some other local games like Kotla-Chhapaki, Kho -Kho,
    Unch-Neech, Carrom, Kabbadi or others in the class and will help in playing
    these games as for as possible.

What else do you do besides playing during leisure time?

Activity 5

Your family members would also be doing some works during their leisure
time. Let's write who does what :-

Members Works

------------------------- -----------------------------

------------------------- -----------------------------

------------------------- -----------------------------

------------------------- -----------------------------

Activity 6

The teacher will instruct two students to demonstrate Kikli in the class and to
complete the song related to it:-

Kikli kaleer di,

Pag mere veer di,

Dupatta mere bhai da,

          ----------------------------
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Activity 7

If you know any song or poem about any games, write it below:-
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
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Lesson - 5

Plants - Our friends

Gurleen came to the school with her father. Her father brought many plants

with him. He told the teacher that it was Gurleen's birthday so they wanted to

celebrate it by planting those plants.  All planted plants happily.

Fig. 5.1 A child planting a rose plant

Kulwant of third class liked the plants, planted by Gurleen. He asked his

madam-pointing towards a plant which plant was that. Her madam replied “ It is a rose

plant.”"Which plant is this? Which plant is that?" many students started shouting.

Madam smiled and said, “let us play a game. With this game, you will learn

many new things about plants.” Every child was given a slate and a chalk. Madam

said- whenever I clap, you will touch your favourite plant and write its name.
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Activity 1

In above picture, children have identified these plants. Students have to identify the
plants in the picture given below and write their  names.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig 5.3 Different plants

Fig 5.2  Trees of Banyan ,Neem , and Mulberrry
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All were happy by playing with plants. Madam pointed at some trees and said-
pay attention to the trunk of these trees and measure their trunk with the help of a
thread. Find out which tree has thin trunk and which tree has thick trunk.

Activity 2

List some trees in your school having thin and thick trunks.

Trees with thick trunk. 1 ............................... 2 .................................

Trees with thin trunk. 1................................. 2 .................................

All trees do not have same shape, size and colour. For example trunk of Acacia(Kikar)

is black where as that of Eucalyptus is white. 'Burmese Dek' resembles an open

umbrella. Eucalyptus grows straight and high but pumpkin plant spread on the

ground. You might have seen many trees in your school, your home, your playground

and in your books. So on that basis, answer the following questions :-

?  1. Name two trees having different trunk colour. ......................  ....................

?  2. Name two trees having the shape of an umbrella  ................  ..............

?  3. Name two long and straight trees    .................... ....................

?  4. Name two plants which spread on land    ......................  ....................

Jagjit told madam that he knew a song about plants. Madam asked all students
to sit under the shade of a tree and directed Jagjit to sing.

Fig 5.4 Measuring the trunk with the help of  thread
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Trees have their own trends, give shade & cool breeze. Trees are our fast

friends, don’t saw & axe there.

sweet banana, apple, mango, sour are citurs trees.

Plant for their fruits, don’t saw & axe these.

They give shelter to the birds, food & wood for me.

Don’t lose these fast friends, don’t saw & axe these.

Trees make the rains shower, give medicines to heal.

Trees purify inhaling air, don’t saw & axe these.

Don’t cut trees in haste, except whtn too much need

Plant five if one is lost, don’t saw & axe these.

Activity 3

All clapped heartily. From the song students realized that plants give so many things
to human beings. Now circle those below listed items/material which we get from
plants or trees.

   Shadow Medicines Fruits

  Ice-cream       Wood Pen

   Breeze Cotton Cycle

   Bird's nest Raw food       Turmeric

Madam, do plants help in bringing rain?" asked Raju.

"Yes, my child"- said madam. "Plants help in bringing rains, purify the air and prevent
soil erosion"
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For the teacher

Teacher may explain students how the plants are helpful in purification of air,
in bringing of rain and in reducing soil erosion.

Rahul suddenly exclaimed with joy, "It means that plants are our best friends.
"Madam asked in response, "Who will like to make plants his/her friends?" "Yes, yes"
shouted all the students and raised their hands. Madam gave each student his
favourite plant to take care as his/her friend. Suddenly Randeep asked, madam " Is
there any apple plant in our school?" "No, my child" replied madam, "Apple trees
are grown in cold region like Kashmir and Himachal Pradesh."

Activity 4

With the help of your teacher, try to find out where these plants grow?

Almond plant ………………... ………………..
Coconut plant ………………... ………………..
Cashew plant ………………... ………………..
Walnut tree ………………… …………….......
Chikoo tree ………………… .........................
Banana tree ………………… ..……………....
Cotton plant ………………… ……………......
Wheat ………………… ……………......
Palm tree ………………… ……………......

Try to identify plants/trees below with the help of your grandparents, parents or
elder family members.These are those plants which are becoming rare now-days.

Acticity 5

These are many plants which are becoming rare now-a-days. Mahe a list of such
plants with the help of your teacher and grand parents.

............................ ............................... ................................

............................ ............................... ................................
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Next day Gurleen brought leaves of a plant
known as congress grass. She was so excited to tell
many things. As soon as madam entered her class,
she hurriedly said that yesterday her grandfather
showed her many plants. He told her that when he
was a kid, those plants did not exist. (She brought
leaves of one such plant called 'Congress Grass'.
Gurleen asked her uncle what was the name of the
plant which is growing on a large area.

Her neighbour the old man,  told her that congress grass
grows and spreads over a large area. Congress grass is
a weed which affects the growth of  crops. To destroy
it, chemicals are sprayed. These chemicals pollute the
air and the water.)

 (Natha Singh- brother of old man Santa Singh disclosed
that earlier paddy was also not grown in Punjab due to
insufficient water. Now due to latest irrigation facilities,
paddy is cultivated, but this is adversely affecting water
level. This is reducing the efficiency of soil and turning
it into sand. This is harmful for the whole mankind.)

Activity 6

With the help of your teacher, parents, grandparents or any other elder, identify
those plants which were not present in their time and list such plants. Discuss their
benefits and harmful effects as well.

Name of the plant/tree Advantages         Harmful effects

.................................. ............................ .................................

.................................. ............................ .................................

.................................. ............................ .................................

Fig 5.5 Congress grass

Fig 5.6 Paddy
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Activity 7

Brain Teasers: Match the following :-

1.It bears saffron flowers-give shade without leaves.

Try to guess the name of such tree ?                Sugercane.

2. Inside a wooded shell-there is a sead sweet

   can you guess and tell?      Neem

3. A stick stands in the field

   When chewed- sweet juice can yield       Kareer

4.  Bitter stems but fruit is sweet

    bitter leaves but result is sweet            Almond
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lesson - 6

Colourful leaves
Yesterday Anmol slept late while discussing about plants. Because it was

Sunday, hence her mother also did not disturb her. When sunrays fell on her face,

she worked. But she was highly surprised to see that all kind of leaves were spread

in the house. It appeared as if there was a fair of leaves.

Anmol asked her mother- from where those leaves had come. Mother replied-that last

night there was a storm. Anmol again asked her, “ Do leaves fall from trees only by

storm?” “No dear”- her mother replied, “ Leaves also fall at the start of the winter

season.

Fig 6.1 Autumn                                Fig 6.2 Spring

For the teacher

Students should be told in detail about autumn and spring.

Meanwhile Anmol's father and his brother Jasmanjot also came. Her father asked her-
, “Anmol can you identify the leaves of different trees?”
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Activity 1

Identify leaves in given figures and write their names from the given list.

Fig 6.3 Different leaves

List : Mulberry, Jamun, Eucalyptus, Louts, Banyan, Peepal, Guava, Marigold,
Sheesham, Pudina, Neem, Banana
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?  1. Do you know names of plants other than shown above?

.........................................................................................................................................

?  2. Name one plant each which has large and small size. (From the fig 6.3)
..................................................................................................................................

?  3. Which leave is similar to chapatti?
.........................................................................................................................................

?  4. How many coloured leaves you have seen?
.........................................................................................................................................

Anmol's mother collected leaves while sweeping the floor and said- "Now I

feel like burning  them". Jasman said,- "No, no, this will cause pollution. We have

been told that the left-over of fruits and vegetables should be collected in a pit, so

that it can be slowly converted into manure. This manure helps in healthy growth of

plants and crops". "Who told you all this?" - asked his father. “Papa "in our school,

teachers prepare compost from the leaves like this" replied Jasman.

Fig 6.4 Method of making compost of leaves
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For the teacher

Students should be informed about compost pit and manure formation in detail. If
possible they should be taken to such pit in  a village.
Mark ( × ) or ( ? ) for the statement given below.

1 Leaves from the trees should be broken for manure production.      (   )
2 Leaves collected in the household should be burnt.   (   )
3 left-over of vegetables and fruits should be used in making manure.   (   )
4 All leaves are green in colour.   (   )
5 All the plant leaves are similar in shape.   (   )

All were discussing when Anmol's uncle came back from the farm. Anmol was very
glad to see his uncle's bag hung on his shoulder. It contained prints of leaves.
Below are some objects  whose designs are inspired by leaves.

Activity 2
Have you seen any other object with leaf like designs over them? If yes, then list them
below

Fig 6.5 Pattern of leaves on different articles
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.........................................................................................................................................

Anmol's Uncle pulled out a bunch of mint and asked him to keep it in the kitchen.
It was giving a strong as well pleasant smell. Anmol smelt it a couple of times before
keeping it in the kitchen.

Activity 3

Collect some aromatic leaves around you like - Tulsi, mint, tej patta,
kikar(acacia), spearmint, dhaniya (corriandar), neem, lemon leaves, methi leaves and
keeping your eyes blindfolded. Try to identify them by their smell. Students should
also be explained in detail about the usages of these leaves.

Activity 4

In the riddle given below, few eatables are hidden in which such aromatic leaves are
used. Identify such eatable and note down in the given space.

For Ex:

1 Rice 2 ................................ 3 ...................................

4 ................................ 5 ...................................

Activity 5

 The figures below are made with leaves. Try to make such drawing/cuttings in your
slam book by using fallen leaves of plants/trees.

Fig 6.6 Riddle
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Fig 6.7 Articles made with leaves

Fig 6.8 Mehndi (henna) on hand.

Fig 6.8 Mehndi (henna) on hands

Designs are marked over hands using Mehndi powder. It is obtained by crushing
and grinding the leaves of mehndi plant . Mehndi is used on hands by women
on several festive occasions. You might have seen your family members applying
mehndi on their hands on some occasions.
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Lesson -7

Nani's Village
Deepi was very happy. Her School was closed (She had vacations in her

school). She had come to see her Nani. Her younger sister Gogi was also with her.
It was their very first day in Nani's village. Nani was telling them a story. They heard
a loud voice. Gogi got scared. She asked, "What is this?" Nani smiled and said,"
Let me show you my dear child."

Nani said," This is a cow, dear." She patted the cow. Gogi was afraid no more.
All the other animals started producing voices. Deepi and Gogi started copying their
sounds. (started doing the same).

Activity 1
          Which of the animals' sound are known to you? Can you make the sounds

of the following animals? Which voice do you like the most?

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

Bau-Bau
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 Fig 7.1 Different animals and their sounds

Gogi asked her nani "What are they saying?"  Nani Said,"They are hungry." She gave
food (feed/ fodder) to the cow and buffalo. Nani gave a jug of milk to Deepi. She
gave milk to the dog and the cat. Gogi gave feed to the hen.

Next morning, Nani said, "Your Nanaji must be hungry. Let me go and give
him food at the farm." Deepi and Gogi said," We will also go too." They reached
the farm with food. Nanaji ate the food. He saved one Roti (Chapati). He broke the
roti into small pieces and spread under the tree. Some birds like sparrow, crow,
pigeon, parrot, dove and magpie gathered (came) there. A rat and some ants too came
there.

 A kite sat upon the tree. All the animals went away. Deepi asked Nanaji," Why
have they left food and gone away ?" Nanaji told," They are scared of kite."

The food of the animals is of many types. Have you ever given
food to any animal?
Activity 2
Find the food of the following animals and write it in

space given.

e.g Chilli                                           ________________

 
 

Fig 7.2 Riddle (find the food)
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………………........ ………………….....     .......................................

Both sisters came back home with nani. They wanted to listen to a story after dinner.
Nani narrated them a story of 'Honey Bee and Dove'. They went to sleep while
listening to the story.

For the teacher

The teacher should tell the story to the students and ask them to listen

More stories of the animals at home. He/ She should motivate the students to narrate
the stories heard at home in the classroom.

HONEY BEE AND DOVE

One day a honey bee fell into a river. A dove was sitting on a tree on
the bank of river. The dove saw the honey bee in danger. The dove
dropped a leaf on the water. The honey bee climbed on the leaf. The
honey bee thanked the dove and flew away.

 After some days, a hunter came to the forest. He saw the dove sitting
on a tree. He took the aimd of dove with his gun. The honey bee saw
this. It bit the hunter's hand. The hunter missed the aim. The dove
thanked the honey bee and flew away.

Teacher will discuss about insect bite with children.
Which one of the following has ever bitten you?

Mosquito .....................   Wasp.........................    Honeybee.......................
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Children love to act like animals. A story can be presented in an interesting manner
by wearing animal masks.
Activity 3
The story of 'Lion and Mouse' can be presented with the help of masks of the
respective animals. Children will love to make and colour these masks. They may
need the help in cutting the paper.

Take a square piece of paper. Draw a big circle
on it with the pencil. Now make the ears, eyes,
nose, lips and beard of the lion. After drawing the
face, cut it with the help of your elders or teacher.

Make two small holes on both sides of the mask
to pass the string. It will help to tie  the mask.Now
colour it

Similarly draw the face of a mouse on a square
sheet.

Cut it with the help of your teacher.

Attach string and colour.

Fig 7.3 Mask of different animals (Lion, Mouse)

Deepi and Gogi saw many animals in nani's village. You also must have seen
many animals at many places.
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For the teacher

Let us play a game. Where have you seen these animals? Teacher can ask students
about these animals ?

Fig 7.4 Different animals
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Activity 4

List those animals which are bigger than you and also those animals
which are smaller than you.

       Bigger                            Smaller

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

We move from one place to another place. Animals also move. Some swim, some
fly, some walk, some creep.

?  How do the following animals move ?

1. Snake creeps 4. Frog  ....................... 7. Ant  ........................

2. Parrot  ................... 5. Cow  ...................... 8. Goat .......................

3. Fish    .................. 6. Butterfly .................. 9. Sparrow....................

For the teacher

Teacher will discuss in detail about creeping animals.

You know animals are different from each other in many ways. Some have tail

some have legs and some have feathers.
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Fig 7.5 Different creatures and their legs.

               

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                 
 

Tick the animals that have legs and write below in the given space how many legs
they have.
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Lesson 8

The World of birds

Today it was very joyous day in the forest. The tailor bird had made its nest-
home. Many birds came to see it. They were all very happy and played a game. They
told about themselves in a song form. The cuckoo was hiding itself among the leaves.
At first they asked her to sing about herself. She said in her sweet voice:-

I am cuckoo, black like crow
April I come, August I must’ go.
My song is melodious and sweet
for every one’s ears, it is a treat

Fig 8.1 Cickoo

The parrot was busy in eating chilies. At peacock's request it sang about it:-

My feathers green, red rose beak
Chillies I eat but sweet I speak
‘Mithu’ mostly people call me
‘Eat churi’ with love they treat me.

Fig. 8.2 Parrot

The next was peacock. Who spread around its beautiful feathers and said:-

Beautiful walk, beautiful feathers
I am peacock; fond of rainy weather
With dark clouds I get chance
to make you happy with my dance

Fig. 8.3 Peacock
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The crow was very eager. He spoke in self praise:-

I am crow-caw caw I speak
I fly over plains and mountain peak.
I have high speed and very sharp eye
You cannot catch me- even if you try

Fig. 8.4  Crow

Cock said in self praise:-

I am cock with royal crest on the head
I crow in the morning
Wake up all smiling
I convey no more rest; work instead

Fig. 8.5 Cock

Every body was happy. But the vulture was sad. He spoke of self:-

Friends,Iamvulture-abirddistinct
Men have made us now extinct
I cleanse the earth of foul smell
in all weathers; hot or chill

Fig. 8.6 Vulture

All the birds came to cheer the vulture. They consoled him.

For the teacher

Discuss in the class why was the vulture sad? Moreover some other birds like home
sparrow should also be talked about in the class.
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? When your friend is sad, what do you do to cheer your friend?

Activity 1

Some birds could not reach in the party, identify them and colour their
pictures.

Fig 8.7 Birds which could not go to party
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Activity 2
Birds eat different kinds of food. Some eat grains like sparrow.Some eat

fruits like parrot. Some eat insects like woodpecker. Thebirds which you have
seen, write their names and their food.

Name of the bird     Food
______________ _______________
______________ _______________

Activity 3
In summer many little birds die of thirst. You can save them. Take awide

mouthed pot. Fill it with water. Place it on the roof or in the
verandah.

Do you wish that birds should be friendly with you? If you  feed them and
give them water, they will come to you and become your friends.

?  You know some birds with beautiful feathers. Feathers are very helpful to the
birds. Can you tell how these feathers help them?

 1)-------------------  2) --------------------
For the teacher :

The teacher should help the students in finding the answers and do more
discusion in the class room.
Activity 4

You might have seen some feathers of the birds fallen on the ground.
Collect them. Paste them in your note-book. Write the names of the bird
against the feather.
Activity 5

You can decorate your classroom and your home with fallen feathers of
the birds in many ways.

Fig 8.8 Decoration with feathers
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Activity 6

When you see a bird, observe its beak. Do all the birds have same type of beaks?
Can you identify  bird by observing its beak? Write the names of the birds under
the pictures. You can take the help of your elders to identify.

...................................... ............................... .....................................

Fig 8.9 Different types of beaks of different birds

Look at the following pictures carefully. What do you think?

 (i) (ii) (iii)

Fig 8.10 Birds with moving neck

Yes, you are right. Birds can move their necks in different ways. Can you do so?
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HOME SWEET HOME

Birds also make houses to live in. These are called nests. Can you identify to
which birds the following nests belong to?

Fig 8.11 Dirrerent types of nests

For the teacher

Teacher shoud discuss about more nests in the classr-oom
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Lesson - 9

Eat and Enjoy
Raw cooked and all kinds, people eat food States and nations've,  their own kind
of food Boiling, roasting, frying make more tasty food Gas, stoves, solar cooker,
used to cook food Utensils of many kinds used to cook food
People earn whole day as to get enough food.

The morning assembly of school was going on. Jassi fainted (fell down in
unconscious state) while standing In attention position. The teacher picked her up and
made her take rest for some time. Then teacher asked her:

"Baby! are you sick?"

JASSI: "No, sir."

TEACHER: "What did you eat in breakfast?"

JASSI: "Sir! I have eaten nothing."

TEACHER: "This is very bad. You should always
eat in the morning as much as you can."               Fig 9.1 Fainted Student

Now tell what do you want to eat?" teacher asked Jassi.

"Sir! I bring biscuits from Chandu's shop. We get very tasty biscuits from his
bakery." Harpreet spoke all of a sudden.

"Well! You must also bring a glass of milk. Milk is essential food for all of you.
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It fulfills all your body needs." The teacher said.

?  1.Why did Jassi collapsed in the morning assembly?
?  2.Why did teacher asked all students to take milk?

Activity 1
 Write about all food items you eat from morning to evening :-

 Fig 9.2 Milk, a complete food

 Break fast         Lunch   Dinner

___________ ___________ __________

___________ ___________ __________

___________ ___________ __________

An elderly person brought milk and biscuits from Chandu's shop. He told children
that there are many other eatables in the market. children  decided to visit bazaar with
some elder, after the school .Children saw many eatables, during their visit, which
are eaten as raw food.

Fig 9.3 Fruit, fruit juice, Ice-cream & fruit chat

?  Write the names of raw food that children saw in market.

1. _________ 2. __________ 3. __________

?  Which other type of raw food do you eat ? write their names ?

1.................... 2...................... 3...................... 4..........................
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Some more food items were seen in the market, which were being cooked by roasting
and boiling methods. Utensils like iron- bowl, and boiling-pan were being used.

    Method of cooking _____

  Cooking utensil  _____

Fig. 9.4 sweet corn ready to eat

 Method of cooking _____

Cooking utensil _____

Fig 9.5 Preparing eggs for eating

In the meantime they reached a big shop, in which a bakery and a dhaba were being
run together. So many food items were being prepared by baking, frying, boiling and
with steam. Utensils like tray, cooking pan,  pressure -cooker and boiling pan were
being used to cook these foods.

 Method of cooking _____

 Cooking utensil _____

Fig. 9.6 Bakery

(i)
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      Method of cooking_______

Cooking utensil ________

Fig 9.7 Pooris are being prepared

Method of cooking  __________

Cooking utensil __________

Fig 9.8 Vegetable is being prepared

Looking at the pictures below, write the name of fuel and stove in the given
space:-

Fuel
   ..................... ..................... ..................... ..................... .....................

Stove
   ..................... ..................... ..................... ..................... .....................

Fig 9.9 Different means of cooking food
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Activity 2

See carefully ,the cooking utensils in your kitchen .write the names

of these utensils in the space given below :-

_____________ ______________

_____________ ______________

_____________ ______________

_____________ ______________

?  1. Name some food items which are eaten only when cooked?

1..................... 2....................... 3....................... 4..........................

?  2. Is water required for all forms of cooking? If no, which food is cooked

without using water?

( You can take help from your mother also)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Then the students entered another big shop and saw many new food items:-

1 2 3  4 5

Fig 9.10 Foods of different States
(1. Rice and fish, Bengali 2. dhokla, Gujarati 3. uttpam, South Indian)
  (4. makki di roti & sarson da saag 5. chaati di lassi (Punjabi food))
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?  Write about the food of various states, about which you have studied in the
chapter :-

             STATE    FOOD

------- ------------

------- ------------

------- ------------

------- ------------

------- ------------

Activity 3

  Which dish you like the most.Write about ingredients used to
    prepare it.

Dish__________________________________

Ingredients________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

The students purchased eatables of their choice and returned home.They were
surprised to see various dishes and talked about their ingredients which are used to
prepare all these foods.
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chapter - 10

Serve and get served

Wild and pet are, all useful to man

Pets are served and wild saved by man

Pets give lot to us, Wild too serve man

Wild and pet are, all useful to man

Preeti's family has many pets. They get milk, eggs, meat and service of
guarding their house by these pets.
Early in the morning, Preeti's mother goes to animal's shed. She gives water to
animals and gives bath, gives fodder to them and cleans the floor of shed. If animals
are not well proper, medicines and injection are given to them by doctor.

Fig.10.1 Care of animal at home

See the picture carefully and write what does Preeti's mother  do  to take care
of her domestic animals?

1 -------------------------------------------------------

2 -------------------------------------------------------

3 -------------------------------------------------------

4 -------------------------------------------------------
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In the mean time, Preeti also got up. She opened the poultry shed. With pleasure she
helps her family members  in caring these domestic birds. They provide these birds
food, clean water and also give medicines to chicks.

Fig 10.2 Care of poultry birds

Learn from the pictures and write what does Preeti's family do to take  care
of these domestic birds?

1 -------------------------------------------------------

2 -------------------------------------------------------

3 -------------------------------------------------------

4 -------------------------------------------------------

Preeti's family also has a pet dog. They provide it food, give bath, clean its hair, and
give injections to the dog at proper time.

Fig 10.3 Care of dog

Learn from the picture and write below, what do Preeti's family do to  care
of their pet dog?
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1  -------------------------------------------------------

2  -------------------------------------------------------

3  -------------------------------------------------------

4  -------------------------------------------------------

What benefits does Preeti's family draw from the below mentioned animals?

Buffalo ----------------------------------------------------

Poultry/Domestic Birds --------------------------------

Dog ----------------------------------------------------

Do you also have some pet animal at your home? Write below how you take
care of your pet animal?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

While returning from the poultry shed, When Preeti entered the room, a cat
came rushing out with a rat in its mouth. Preeti cried loudly in to see the cat ?

"What happened?" asked her father.

"Papa! I got afraid that the cat would eat me." Preeti answered.

Fig 10.4 A dog trying to attack  & cat eating a rat

"It is not a lion that it will eat you. These cats and dogs eat only small animals like
rats and birds. papa said.

"Papa do lions eat men also?" Preeti asked curiously.
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"Yes, these lions & tigers are very dangerous. They eat big animals by hunting them."
Papa told her.

"Papa, where do they live?" asked Preeti.

Fig 10.5 Wild animals in a forest

 "They live in forests with deer and other animals. Deer and some other animals eat

grass and lions and tigers eat these grass eating animals. In this way they all continue

to live by themselves. They take care of their own and their young ones by

themselves, yet they are useful for us. We should not kill wild animals rather we

should help to conserve them. her papa explained her.

Write about the food of these animals.

Cat ----------------------------------------------------

Lion ----------------------------------------------------

Deer ----------------------------------------------------

Elephant ----------------------------------------------------

Do you know any other animals ? Write their names below.

1._______________ 2.________________

3._______________ 4.________________
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Activity1
 visit a nearby zoo with your parents or teacher, and get more information about
animals.
In the afternoon Preeti with her mother went to their farm to give tea to her papa.
There she saw many useful plants

1 2 3 4
Fig 10.6 Some food crops  : Wheat, Tomato  ,Sugar cane ,Palak

Preeti asked her father, "Papa, how do we use these plants?"

Father explained, "We eat leaves, roots, stems, fruits and  seeds of different plants."
 Given below are different plant parts with their names and pictures from each

category. In the spaces ahead , write the names of some more plants, according to
part of the plant eaten :-

ROOT STEM    LEAF       FRUIT   SEEDS

Carrot Sugar Cane Palak   Tomato Wheat

    ………..      ………….        ………        ……….         …........

    ………..      ………….        ………        ……….         …........

   Fig 10.7 edible parts of plant
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Preeti's father brought carrots in the evening. After washing them at the hand
pump, he ate some raw carrots. Handing over the rest to Preeti he said, "You also
eat give the rest of to your mother. Your grandpa has no teeths .So he cannot eat
these hard raw carrots."

Preeti said, "Papa, my grandpa eats less as he remains sitting the whole day, so he
cannot digest more food. But why my mother eats less than you? And my little sister
drinks milk only, while I need to eat again & again the whole day."

Her father answered, "Ladies often need less diet than gents. But ladies who do more
physical work, need more diet. You are in your growing age so you need more food.
Milk is the only diet of infants. When your sister grows up she will eat everything
like you."

?  Why does Preeti's mother eat less than her father?

?  Why can’t Preeti's grand-father eat more?

?  Why should school going children eat enough food?
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Lesson -11

Doll’s House
"Bholi, what are you doing here?"  Pappu asked. "Brother! Brother!! I am

making a house," Bholi replied. Bholi was playing with sand near that house. Pappu
further asked, "For whom are you making the house? Your house is already

Fig 11.1 Bholi making a house

very beautiful."  "I am making this house for my doll." He laughed, "Doll house! Ha!
Ha!! Ha!!! Is there ever any house for a doll ?” said Pappu. "Why not? Would  my
doll not get wet in the rain?" said Bholi.

      "This house will protect my doll from storm, winter and rain." All of us need
a house to live in. This shelter protects us from winter, summer, rain and storm.

"Yes Bholi, you are right. Without house our belongings can be stolen." Pappu
also started playing with Bholi. They made a drain for disposal of waste water in front
of the house. They also dug a pit for throwing garbage.

Activity1

 Prepare a model of a house or draw picture of your own house.

Activity2

 Note down the number of rooms, windows and doors of your house.
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?  1. Why do we need a house?

?  2. Where do you throw the garbage?

For the teacher

Note:- Teachers will give more information regarding houses and decoration

of the houses. Teacher will tell  How to make and decorate kutcha-pucca

houses and necessity of windows and ventilators in a house.

"Hey! What are you doing here?" Uncle Bachna asked Bholi and Pappu while

returning from fields. "Uncle, we have made a house for our doll." Bholi replied.

"Good my children, Very good!" Uncle encouraged them. "Children, earlier, man

used to live in caves in forests. Slowly he started building houses with mud, wood
and straws, known as kutcha houses." "Uncle, kutcha houses would not be so

beautiful," asked Bholi. "No! No! No!!! kutcha houses are also very beautiful. They

are cool and airy. House wives used to make them neat and clean. Your aunt, Surjit

Kaur used to paint, do white washes and decorate the house on Diwali and other

occasions. We all used to co-operate her whole-heartedly". Uncle Bachna told them.

Fig 11.2 Decorated house

“Dear uncle, My mother also decorates the house very well on the Deepawali. She
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draws flowers and leaves on the walls. She  fills them up with different colours.”

Bholi told her uncle Bachana enthusiastically. “Mother draws a circle on the floor and

fills it up with different colours. It fascinates me. Uncle, mother called it  "RANGOLI".

Bholi added.

Fig 11.3 Rangoli

Papu said, “Uncle, on my birthday, my sister Rimpy decorated my room, she
decorated the whole house with balloons and paper craft-work.”

Activity 2

Ask the students to prepare a list of items required to decorate a house on different
occasions and collect all these items for the coming festival to decorate the house.

For the teacher

Teacher will give more information regarding the decoration of houses on
various occasions.
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Lesson - 12

Different types of houses
"Honey, what are you doing here alone? It is recess time. Let us play," Lovely

said to Honey while pulling him by the arm. Today was very first day after holidays.
A group of five-seven students of Honey's class were busy in talking. They also
joined their friends.

"Have you ever seen a house built inside a lake?" Rubina asked her friends
while talking about 'Dal Lake'. She had been to her uncle in Jammu and Kashmir
during holidays. All children started looking at her. "Rooms, kitchen and bathroom
are all built in the boat. You can live as-well-as enjoy boating in the 'Dal lake'. "What
is it called?" Honey asked Rubina. "It is known as ' house boat’. Shikara, made of
wood is a very small boat and used for moving from house boat to shore or for
boating inside the lake.” replied Rubin

Fig 12.1 House boat

Then Honey told them that his father used to tell him that even today some houses
in villages are made of wood and straw called as Kutcha houses but most of the
houses in cities are made of bricks, stone, cement and iron material. These are known
as Pucca-Houses.
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Fig 12.2 Kutcha House Fig 12.3 Pucca House

Activity 1

Ask Students to Identify Kutcha and Pucca house in your neighbourhood and
make a list of material used to construct a Pucca and a Kutcha house.

Kutcha house Pucca house

........................................... ...........................................

........................................... ...........................................

........................................... ...........................................

........................................... ...........................................

? 1. Where did man live in earlier times?      ______________________

? 2. What do you call a house, built on a boat? _____________________

"People in Assam live in houses, built of bamboo", said Sunny. "Oh! really! How
come?" asked Rubina. “There are plenty of bamboos for making walls, roofs, doors
and windows”, said Sunny. Sunny along with his mother had gone to Assam during
these holidays. His father is working there in army. He further said, “ it rains heavily
in Assam.

That is why, houses in Assam are built 10-12 feet above the ground.”
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Fig 12.4 House in Assam

Activity 2

Ask the students to make drawings or sketches of Bamboo and Tent houses.

?  1. Why are the houses made of bamboos in Assam?

?  .2 What is tent house made of ?

"Honey, I also went to my aunt in Ganganagar during holidays. There I saw houses
built of straws. They looked like huts" Aman told about houses in Rajasthan. He told
that those houses are airy and remain cool in summers. Rajasthan is very hot area
and it receives very less rain. That is why most of the houses are made of straws.

Fig 12.5 House in Rajasthan

"House of my aunt has slanting roof", said Mohit. He had gone to his aunt, during
holidays to Manali (Himachal Pradesh). “Due to heavily snow-fall, their house is made
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of stones and wood. All the family members of my aunt live together. "All of them
are very happy. They always help each other" told Mohit.

                            Fig 12.6 house in Himachal Pradesh

For the teacher

Teacher can give information of many other type of houses viz. Multi-storey houses,
make-shift houses, igloo etc.

Match the houses with suitable places:

houses Place

Bamboo house Rajasthan

Straw and grass Manali

Slanting  roof Delhi

Multi-storey Assam

Activity 3

The students will be asked to make a collage of different type of houses or
collect pictures of different types of houses.

EXERCISE:

?  1. Which type of houses built in areas those receive snow-fall?
?  2. Why are houses in Rajasthan made up of straw and mud?
?  3. What are the benefits of multi-storey houses?
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Lesson -13

Where does pinky live ?
"Where does Pinky live?" Madam asked the students after taking attendance.

"Madam, she lives near the shop of  Bhana, the sweet-maker. Her house is on the
left side of the shop." "Dear Jaspreet, you go to her house after the school and  find
out why is she not coming to the school?" madam said to Jaspreet. Pinky had not
been coming to the school for the last one week. "Jaspreet! how far is Pinky's
house?" "Madam, her house is not very far away. It is near my house. I will take
very little time to go to her house".

After returning from Pinky's house, Jaspreet told his mother, "Mother! Mother!
Pinky's house is quite big. Their verandah itself is as big as our house." "Why did
you go to her house?" Manjit asked her son. "Mummy, Pinky has not been coming
to the school for many days and the teacher had asked me to go and find out why
was she not coming to the school ." Jaspreet told his mother.

Fig 13.1 Small house Fig 13.2 Big house

 "Did you know her house?" "Yes, mother, her house is near the post office. Many
times, I have been to the post-office to post letters to the maternal uncle. It takes
me only ten minutes from our house.”

Fig 13.3 Post office
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Activity 1

Ask the students to note down the time taken by them to reach the houses of their
friends and relatives from their homes. (at least 3)

Name Time taken

-------------- --------------

-------------- --------------

-------------- --------------

Activity 2

Measure the length and breadth of your study room.(With the help of your
footsteps.

length --------------

breadth --------------

"Jaspreet, Go to Gholu's shop and get some milk. Today evening I have to make
pudding. Your aunt from Mohali is coming today" Manjit said. Jaspreet became very
happy. "Mother! brother Goldy will also come along with aunt?" "Oh! Yes, Why
not?" mother told Jaspreet. "I will go to the park to play, with my cousin brother."
Park! it is quite far away" his mother objected. "How will you reach the park?" "Last
time I went with my brother on the bicycle. It is not far away if I go on by-cycle.
It is just on the right side of the bus stand". Jaspreet said.

Fig 13.4 A boy cycling

"Ok! Ok! You may go", mother allowed Jaspreet.

           Next day, Jaspreet and his cousin went to the park to play. Four-five boys
from the village had also come there to play the foot-ball. They also joined them.
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Fig 13.5 Children playing football

First they measured the ground with the help of their footsteps. They kept
bricks at 50 steps on one side and 25 steps on the other side. They made a goal
post; four steps on each side and started playing.  When it grew dark they returned
to their homes.

Activity 3

 Fill up the following blocks with the time taken to go to various/respective places
from your home.

Gurudwara School Temple

House

Hospital Panchayat GharPost Office
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Activity 4

2. Make a list of important  places which come on your way from your home to
the school..

1.-------------- 4.--------------

2.-------------- 5.--------------

3.-------------- 6.--------------

?  1. How many rooms are there in your home?-----------------------------

?  2. Which is the biggest room in your home?------------------------

?  3. What is the distance of mid-day meal kitchen from the school gate?---------

?  4. Which is nearer to your home ? School or post-office.-----------------------
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Lesson-14

A drop of water
Today the children of the locality had gathered around Granny Santi. They

were very happy because a water tap had been installed in their locality. Earlier their
mothers had to bring water from far away places as there was acute shortage of water
in their locality. Granny suddenly felt sad while talking to the children about the tap.
She told them about the scarcity
of water faced by them around
30-40 years ago. "Children,when
your grandpa' was in army, I
had to walk down miles together
to bring water. We, most of the
ladies used to bring water for
bathing, washing, drinking and
other domestic purposes from
the Chowdhary's well situated
out of the village.

These Chowdharies had forbidden
certain castes from getting water from
their well. Therefore we had to bring
water from the far away river only".
said Santi dadi.
"Granny, why did the Chowdharies
do so?" asked Ghollu. "Son, during
those days, people gave a great
consideration to the castism. That`s
why after retirement from army, your
grandpa got a well dug right in the

middle of the village. From here the people of every religion, caste and creed could
take water because your grandpa considered everyone equal, Granny Santi replied.

Fig 14.2 Drawing water from well

Fig 14.1 women getting water
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For the teacher

Teacher will ask the students to make an account of the number of buckets
of water being used by them for bathing.

Activity 1

Students will be asked to make an account of the total number of buckets/tubs
or quantity of water being used per day for all purposes at their home.

? 1. Why were children happy today?
? 2. Why did Granny Santi become sad while talking to the children?
? 3. Why did Chowdharies forbid some families from taking water from their

well?
"Aunty, why are the children looking so delighted today?" Beera numberdar asked
Granny Santi while passing by. “My son, the children have a definite reason to be
delighted as the government has provided a water tap near their residences. Now they
will get clean drinking water and do not have to go to the far off well." Granny Santi
replied pointing towards the tap.

Fig 14.3 Dadi pointing towards the tap
"Aunty, truly it's a matter of delight." Beera said. "My son, I was telling the children
that now our responsibility has increased manifolds.” “Why so Aunty?" Beera asked
Granny. “Water is a precious thing. It is our duty that we must use the water as per
the requirement only. We should not let it go waste. Children you should not let the
tap run unnecessarily." granny advised the children.
"Children, when you are thirsty & you feel that your mouth is dry, what is the thing
which you require the most?" asked granny. "Granny, I must get a glass of water
or I feel like falling down. One day my sister, Sweety, was so thirsty that her face
went pale while playing, and she fell unconscious." Jassi told granny.
"Well children, as we cannot survive without water similarly plants also can not
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survive without water. As our faces go dull and pale without water, so do the plants.

If they regularly do not get water, they die off. You will be surprised to know that

a camel can store water in its Lump on the back, for many days together so that

it could survive even in the desert without water." granny told the children.  At once,

it started raining. All the children flocking around granny Santi ran in the open. They

started enjoying the rain. They ran and reached the bank of the pond. The trees over

there were waving their heads. The frogs started croaking.

For the teacher

After completing this discussion, the teacher will give more information about

other sources of water i.e. rain, hand-pump, ponds, tube-wells, etc., etc.

Rain Pond Handpump

Tubewell

Fig. 14.4 different sources of water
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Activity 2

Make a list of purposes for which the water is used in your home.
1..................  2...................  3.....................  4...................  5...................

Activity 3
Make the list of water resources of your area/locality.

1..................... 2....................... 3...................... 4..........................

?  1. Why did Granny advise the children not to leave the tap open?
Activity 4

Estimate the wastage of water from leaking the tap in your school.

FFig 14.5 wastage of water

For the teacher

The teachers will give information to the students about re-use of water. They
will also tell about the plants and animals which can survive with less water
also.

?  1. How can we save water?

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

?  2. How can you use water again-and-again?
__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

?  3. What are the different sources of  water?

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________
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lession -15

‘Water’ - our life
"Sandeep, have you taken the water bottle?" Bhupinder asked her daughter. Yes

mom, Sandeep replied. Sandeep was going to Bhakra Dam with her class. on the
way children saw fields lushing with crops on the way. A farmer was watering his
fields by tube well on one side. They reached Sri Anandpur Sahib in a short time.

Fig 15.1 farmer watering fields

They were pleased to see the men bathing in the sarovar. They washed their hands
and faces and went to the Gurudwara to offer prayers.

Fig 15.2 people bathing in pond

When they came out of gurudwara they took breakfast in the park.
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"Madam ,why are all these people  taking water with them?" Poonam asked
when she saw the people taking water from the sacred pond with them. "My dear
as we use water for drinking, bathing, washing clothes etc, similarly water is
considered sacred also.  It finds a very special religious and cultural importance in
our society. That's why people are taking this water for religious importance and faith.
We believe it very pious taking bath on the eve of auspicious festivals and fairs.  Dear
students how many of you have taken dip in the holy sarovar amongst you?"
"Madam, when I had gone to attend the Maghi fair along with my parents, we all
took a holy dip before paying obeisance.” Manjeet replied happily.

“Dear children on the eve of solar eclipse, the believers of all the sects consider
it auspicious to take a holy dip in the sacred pond at Kurukshetra. Similarly, when
we visit the Golden Temple at Amritsar, we too consider it very auspicious to have
a holy dip in the sacred pond of the temple. Most of devotees take a holy dip on
the other auspicious days such as Baisakhi, Holla Mohalla etc. at Sri Anandpur Sahib
also.” Madam told the children while educating them about the holiness of the water.

“Children, ours is an agro-based country. During the absence of rain, the crops
start failing. Hue and cry starts among the people. People start praying to the God
for the rain in their own different ways. In the villages, different types of prayers and
free kitchens (Langars) are organized. Ladies burn the effigy of dolls to pray for rain.
The children recite aloud the following lines:-

‘Rain Rain come soon
Rose and Lilly want to bloom’

           Children when the rains start, the joy on every face is worth watching.
A farmer`s happiness has no end due the hope of the safety of his crops. All the
flowers and the plants look beautiful when they get washed in rain and move with
the breeze. But at times because of heavy rains, we suffer also. Lot's of loss is
incurred due to floods.” Madam explained to the children in detail while educating
them about rain.
         "Madam, do only human beings use water?" asked Vikram. "No, all the
creatures have right to use water but water should be used judiciously. It is the most
invaluable gift of the nature. We should preserve it properly. Never ever try to waste
it unnecessarily". Madam informed the students in detail about the preservation of
water.

Actvity 1

The students will be asked to collect different pictures of the usage of water.

?  1. Write about the need of water for various purposes.

?  2. If the plants do not get water, what will happen?
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After finishing the breakfast, they proceeded towards Bhakra Dam. They saw
a well on the way. Many women were drawing water from that well. They were having
pitchers, buckets and other containers. The men were serving water to their cattle on
one side while women were washing clothes on the other side. Little children were
bathing. The used water was flowing towards the adjoining park through a drain.
When they went little further, they saw a pond near the garden. All the children got
down from the bus to see it. A cool breeze was blowing. Suddenly the madam
exclaimed, "See! that peacock dancing. How beautiful it looks!"

Fig 15.3 dancing peacock

All the children started looking towards that side. Soon it started raining. The
children ran and went inside the bus. The sound of croaking frogs started coming
from the nearby pond. After about 10 minutes, the rain stopped and the sun started
shining. Within no time, there appeared a multi-coloured strip in the sky. "Madam,
where did this multi-colored strip come from?"  Ravneet asked madam. "This is  rain-
bow. After the rain, water droplets are left over in the air. When the sun-rays pass
through them, this rain-bow appears in the sky." said madam.

While discussing all this, they reached the Dam. There was a lot of water
coming out. "Madam what is the name of this river?" asked Mandeep. "My dear, this
is river Sutlej. It used to flow freely when the dam was not built. There used to be
floods during the rainy season. It resulted in heavy losses. But now because of the
construction of the dam, the losses have reduced a lot whereas the profits have
increased manifold." Madam told the students about the river Sutlej.  "How is it
Madam?" asked Karan on listening to this. "Now with water at dam we produce
electricity which lightens our houses and runs our fans. Your computer and television
also work with it,” madam continued . "Then this water reaches our homes and fields
through rivulets. We use it for domestic use and irrigation. Ok,tell me how do you
take bath?" asked madam. "madam, I go to the well of my village and take bath
lavishly”, Davinder told her Madam, all our family members take bath in the bath-
room in our home. We open the tap, fill up the buckets with water and take bath”,
Sunita told enchantingly. “Madam, I fill up the bucket from the hand pump in our
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court-yard and take bath on the floor there itself. Today while I was taking bath, my
mother was telling me that we should not waste water unnecessarily because the level
of the under-ground water will keep on reducing. If we do not use the water sparingly,
a time will come when there will be no water for us even for drinking" Banti told
madam.

"Yes children, Banti`s mother told him a very nice fact. We must use the water
very sparingly. If we use the water more than our requirement, definitely we will face
the acute shortage of water. While taking bath, washing clothes, washing our hands
and face etc., we must not use excessive water. We can reduce shortage by recycling
the water used for bathing and washing clothes by directing it to the fields.” Madam
told the children while telling them about the conservation of water.

“Madam, how can we store water ? There is no tap or hand-pump in my
house. My mother makes use of only two buckets throughout the day, “said
Gurpreet. “Yes, children we can conserve water in earthen pots, traditional large
utensils or in underground water tanks constructed with concrete in our homes other
that the buckets.”She said as the madam was telling the children, they reached their
village. On reaching home, sandeep's happiness knew no bounds when she smelt the
flavour of Mal Pure.
Activity 2
Paste the pictures of various utensils for water storage on a chart.
Activity 3
Prepare a list of quantity of the water which is used everyday for various purposes
at your home.

Purpose Quantity
1........................ ..........................
2........................ ..........................
3........................ ..........................
4....................... ..........................

? 1. What does Peacock do before rain?
? 2. What do the children like to eat in the rainy season?

? 3. When  does the rain-bow occur in the sky ?

For the teacher

Teacher will explain in detail about Bhakra dam and its uses.
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lession - 16

Going to Amritsar
I am Bashir. I live in a small village. My father is a farmer. We have a tractor.

My father uses it for farming. Sometimes we go to our farm by the tractor and
sometimes by a bullock-cart. A tractor takes less time to reach there than the bullock-
cart. Our village is on the bank of a river. My uncle lives in an other village across
the river. We go in a boat to see him. He is a postman. He delivers letters on a bicycle.
He has given a bicycle to my sister Rubina on her birthday. Now I go to school on
this bicycle as she has started her studies at Amritsar. For going to Amritsar she first
uses a bus and then catches a train.

The vehicles we use to travel from one place to another place are called
modes of transport.

 Bashir and his family use different vehicles to go to different places. Lets make a
 list of these.

1-------------------------- 3---------------------------   5---------------------

2----------------------- 4--------------------------- 6---------------------

Last week I went to Amritsar with my mother. There we stayed at my aunt's house.
We saw many famous places with her. First of all we went to Sri Harmandir Sahib
by rickshaw. After praying there we went to the Jallianwala Bagh, on foot as it was
very near from Harmandir Sahib. Then we hired an auto rickshaw and reached
Durgayana Temple. From there we went to visit the zoo by tonga. We sat in a tonga
for the first time. We enjoyed it very much. It was evening then. We came back home
by an auto rickshaw.
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Write the names of places which Bashir saw in Amritsar and also write the names
of the modes of transport which he used.

Childern  you might have visited some places during vacations. Which places  you
visited there and which modes of transport were used ?

Place Mode of Transport
_________________ ___________________
_________________ ___________________
_________________ ___________________
_________________ ___________________

If any student could not go any where then teacher would help the child in writing
about his/her own village or city.

Rickshaw

Home
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Activity 1
Cut the pictures of different vehicles from the old news papers and magazines and
paste here.
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I am Radhika. I live in Amritsar.I go to my school by bus. My father is a serviceman.
He goes to his office by scooter. When he has to go far away, he goes by a car.
Me and my mother go to bazaar by an autorickshaw.
Activity 2
Many years ago, animals like horses, elephants, camels and pony were also used as
a mode of transport. Now their use is very less and confined to certain areas of our
country.

Dear children! There are few more means of transport like jeep, motorcycle,
metro-rail, aeroplane, ship etc. Here are few pictures of modes of transport all given
below. Name and colour them.

Fig 16.1 different modes of transport
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 We use different means of transport to tarvel for short and long distances. Write
the names of these modes of transport separately.

Short distance Long distance

eg. Bicycle eg.    aeroplane

1................................... 1....................................

2................................... 2....................................

We use bicycle for a short distance which is very good mode of transport.

Bicycle is not only good for our health but also saves our environment from
pollution. So we should prefer using bicycle..

 Some modes of transport are used on roads, some are used in the air, and some
are used in the water.Write modes of transport in different categories.

By road ____________________________________________

In the air ____________________________________________

In the water ___________________________________________

?  Some vehicles like trucks are used for carrying goods. Can you write some more
such vehicles ?

______________________________________________________________

?  In your school which mode of transport is used to bring things?

______________________________________________________________

?  How do you go to your school?

______________________________________________________________

?  If you have to go toAmritsar, write the names of vehicles you will use. You
can ask your parents or teacher for the help.

_______________________________________________________________
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Ask your Nana-Nani or Dada-Dadi when they were young what means of transport
they used?

Fig 16.2 Railway station

For the teacher

It is a scene of a railway station. People are busy in different activities. The children
are very imaginative. Motivate them to tell which type of work is being done by
whom.

People      Work People Work

1a----------- --------- 4a----------- ---------

2a----------- --------- 5a----------- ---------

3a----------- --------- 6a----------- ---------
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Solve the riddle and Match the follwing

Chhuk-Chhuk-Chhuk

do you know?

I can take you-where ever

you want to go

Fig 16.3

   Reaches fast- flies high-without

   delay,  in the sky

Fig 16.4

  Ride on bicycle what a big ease

        No Pollution less disease.

Fig 16.5
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lession-17

A letter for you
Inayat's sister Navneet lives in Chandigarh. She sends messages and greetings

to her brother from time to time.
Now you should see the pictures, given below carefully and tick which medium is
being used by Navneet for communication.

Fig 17.1 Different object

See the picture carefully and tell who brings the messages to Navneet’s brother.

tick the correct answer in the picture given below.

Fig 17.2 People from different occupations
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Now you have an idea, that messages and greetings of your relatives and friends living
far away, reach you through letters.

Let's learn how does a letter reach in Inayat's hands.
1) Navneet writes the letter and then writes Inayat's address on it.
2) She puts it in the letter box.
3) Postman takes that letter to the post office and stamps it.
4) Then the letter reaches that city. After this it reaches in the post office of the

receiving city and again stamped.
5) At last postman takes the letter and hands over to Inayat at his address.

For the teacher

Teacher will explain the whole process of delivering letter to the students by
performing an activity in the school.
Activity 1
Children, Postman has many types of letter. With the help of  your teacher, identify
and write the name of letter in the given space

Fig 17.3 Different types of letter

Apart from letter, many different ways for communications are also used. Let's
discuss them.

I am a  ________________. When there were no post
offices and postmen, I used to carrry messages from one
place to another. But I used to take a lot of time to deliever
letter. Some times letters were lost also. Then a new ways
of communication were invented, and people stoppedFig 17.4
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using me for this purpose. Some people in earlier times used horses to send
messages. Some people used to walk long distances for sending messages.

2.Telegram:-I am less in use these days. In old days, people used to send their
important messages through me. Getting me was considered a sign of bad news.

3.I am ______________. With my help people can
communicate from far away distances in no time. You can
talk as much as you want through me. This is not possible
with a letter as it has the limited space. But now-a-days I am
not much in use.

4.Fax:- I am fax. A copy of written documents can be quickly obtained through me.

5.Mobile:- I am a _____________. You can talk through me whenever
and wherever you want.  You can also send messages (SMS) through
me instantly. For this you don't need any pen or paper. People carry
me in their pockets, wherever they go.

6.E-mail:- Paper and pen are not needed for writing me. Messsages in your schools
are being sent and received in my form these days. My full name is electronic mail
which is called E-mail in short form.

Activity 2

Ask your grandparents, how they used to send messages to their relatives who were
far away ?

?  Amongst the above discussed ways/ instruments which one would you like to use
for communication and why?
............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

Fig 17.5

Fig 17.6
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Activity 3

Try to collect all the letters you can find at your home. Notice, if any letter contains
any postage stamps sticked on it. If possible try to remove them. Collect such stamps
and paste in the empty space given below.
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Lesson-18

Flowers on my frock
Mandeep and Satveer are real brother and

sister. Because it is the festival of Rakhi today,
the grandmother has made them bathe early. Their
mother gave them new clothes to wear. Both were
looking very pretty. Satveer tied rakhi on the wrist
of Mandeep, and gave him sweets.

"Where is our gift?" Mandeep asked  everyone.
On hearing this, their grandfather gave both of
them gifts wrapped in coloured papers.

Mandeep hurriedly opened his box before Satveer. It contained a green cloth.
"What should I do with this"?, he asked his grandfather.
"Baby, this is a turban cloth for you to wear", said the grandfather.
But their father had an idea. He called both his children, and taught them to wear
that unstitched piece of cloth in different ways.
? See the pictures below and identify the different ways of wearing unstitched clo

(a) (b)    (c)

Fig 18.2 Different ways  of wearing some unstitched cloth

Fig 18.1 Rakhi  festival
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With the help of your teacher, identify their specific names.

Fig 18.3 Different ways of wearing different unstitched cloth

Finally Satveer opened her gift box. There was a frock in it. It had  nice flower print.
Mandeep was surprised, she asked her father, "Papa who has made these flowers
on the frock?"

 Do you know ?

 in cloth mills or factories, heavy machines are used to make different prints/designs
on the cloth. Some people also do embroidery and painting on clothes at their home.
For printing clothes, wooden blocks are used. Some local shopkeepers also print and
dye clothes by mixing different primary colours. They are called dyers.

Satveer and Mandeep's father took both of them to the nearest local dyer. The dyer

showed them wooden blocks used for printing.

Fig 18.4 Different moulds of different designs
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He also demonstrated the making of a new colour. Do you know that you can
prepare a new colour or shade by mixing different colours. In the following way
we can prepare many new colours.

Activity 1

Fill the first two stars with any of your favourite

favourite wax colours and then fill both colours in

the third star. You will find that your will find that

your will get a new clour or shade

                                                       Fig 18.5 Colour game

The dyer, showed both of them, how he dyes different 'chunis', 'turbans' or
'clothes' by mixing different colours.

In this way he explained how beautiful patterns and designs are made on clothes.

Fig 18.6 Different designs on clothes

Both of them were very happy after learning new things about printing and
dying. After  returning home Mandeep insisted that  he would also make some
design by using wooden blocks.His mother said to him that there was no such
stamp for him at home. But his grandmother made different vegetable stamps for
him with raw  potato. Mandeep happily made  patterns on clothes with them.
Activity 2
You can also do the same:-
1) Take some of your favourite colours or make colour of
your choice by mixing different colours.
2) Cut a potato as shown in the

Fig 18.7 Design made with vegetable
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3) Make a print on a plain paper with the help of colour urand potato stamp.
4) Similarly you can also use lady finger, capsicum or onion to get different patterns.

Water was accidently spilled upon the pattern made by Mandeep. From some
parts of paper, the colour got removed. He started weeping. His grandmother
consoled him and informed him that some colours are not permanent hence they
become light. This makes the clothes dull and unfit for wearing. But mostly permanent
colours are used on clothes.

?  How do the clothes look or appear after their colour/design vanish or becomes
light?

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________
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Lesson-19

Let us play with clay
Today Praveen is very happy. She has made some toys of clay. After drying,

she is painting them.

Children, you must also be liking toys. Have you ever prepared toys of clay?
If not Let us see how Praveen has prepared these.

First of all, she kneaded the clay with water. Then she rolled it like a  chappati.
After that she cut it into different  shapes.

When her mother saw her, she
smiled. Praveen requested her to make
some thing for her. Her mother made
a ball of the clay. By pressing with
the thumb in the centre, she made a
bowl of it. Then she pressed it at one
side it  became an earthen lamp.

After that she  rolled the clay to make a small and thick  chappati. She rolled some
clay like a thick rope. Then she rolled this clay rope upward to make a pot (glass)

After drying, Praveen painted it. She keeps her pencils and pens in it. Praveen was
surpised to see her mother making all these. She asked her mothert how did she know
all those.  Her mother told that when she was young; she had learnt making pots of
clay. They used to keep many things like cereals, pulses in the clay-pots.

?  Have you seen the pots of clay?

---------------------------------------------

?  Do you have such pots in your house?

---------------------------------------------------

Fig 19.1 Different shapes mde out of clay
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?  What do you store in these pots?

---------------------------------------------------

?  Can you store everything  in these pots?

-----------------------------------------------------------

Activity 1

Teacher can ask the students prepare a few toys out of clay at home and bring them
into the class.

Long ago the earthern pots were made like this. Slowly when human’s mind
developed,  the method of making pots also changed. when man started using ‘wheel’
he developed the skill of making pots of different shapes and designs. For the
strength of the pots he started baking them in fire. These pots proved very useful
to him. Now he could preserve his goods in these pots more safely. Besides, in these
baked pots, he started storing in them. Liquids like water and milk. Earlier kutcha pots
used to melt/dissolve in liquids.

Then later as per his interest and imagination, he started making figures of
animals, flowers, plants, sun and moon also and started decorating them with different
colours. During excavation, of  many such pots or their pieces have been found. For
the knowledge of common man such items are kept in a place called museum.

Fig 19.2 Different earthenware found in olden time

For the teacher

There are many museums in Punjab. If possible, take students to any such
museum where things of olden time are displayed.
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Activity 2

Take students into Potters place and let them see the live working of potter and
pots being prepared.

Fig 19.3 Pots being prepared at potters place


